RESCISSION OF VHA DIRECTIVE 2001-034, ANNUAL REPORT REGARDING COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL MANDATE ON FEDERAL WEBSITES


2. VHA is rescinding this policy document because Office of Information and Technology (005) is responsible for the implementation of policy governing this matter, and has provided guidance under VA Directive 6102, Internet/Intranet Services, July 15, 2008, and VA Directive 6502.3, Web Page Privacy Policy, April 17, 2006.

3. Inquiries concerning this action should be directed to the Office of Informatics and Information Governance (10P2) at VHA10P2Action@va.gov.

4. VHA will archive this VHA notice on April 30, 2018; however, the information remains in effect.

Poonam Alaigh, M.D.
Acting Under Secretary for Health

**DISTRIBUTION:** Emailed to the VHA Publication Distribution List on April 21, 2017.